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Using the Configura® Assessment Form, select the 
correct chair including options for pressure relief 

and postural support.

Assess

Adjust

DeliverRecycle
Chair is delivered within 2 working 

days, configured according to 
specification chosen on 

Configura® Assessment Form. 
Adjustments can be made 
on-site to ensure maximum 
comfort and effectiveness.

If the user’s needs change over time, adjustments can
be made such as increasing pressure care or providing

more lateral support. In some cases, this will remove
the need to issue a new chair.

Configura® can be easily and 
cost effectively recycled as all 
contact areas can be 
removed for cleaning or 
replacement. The chair can 
then be re-configured for the 
next user.......

 We are committed to providing training  

                                and support to make you competent and 

confident in issuing Configura chairs. 

There are two ways we can help prescribers:

Product awareness days - we visit your organisation to carry out 

detailed product training sessions covering the functions and 

issuing of the chair.

Professional seminars – day long seminars delivered by 

professional Occupational Therapists to raise awareness of 

seating issues such as pressure and posture management.

Training

Distributed by:

Accora Ltd
Charter House
Barrington Road
Orwell
Cambridge, SG8 5QP

T: 01223 206100
F: 01223 206120
info@accora.uk.com
www.accora.uk.com

Registered to ISO 9001:2008
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Bariatric

Configura® Bariatric brings Configura® technology
to bariatric seating. This offers unprecedented
adjustability, flexibility and peace of mind for the
prescriber. 

It is also available with a full width alternating air
cushion to meet the needs of users at high risk of
pressure damage.

n EASY ADJUSTMENT before and after delivery 
to suit varied and changing needs

n QUICK and easy to recycle via removable,
washable covers

n AFFORDABLE, providing more consistent
budget management and significant savings
on special chairs
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Posture options

Pressure cushion options
A wide range of pressure cushions to

suit different user needs:

Multi-adjustable
Pillow Backrest
Each pillow is

height adjustable
and filling can be
customised to the
user. Offering mild
to moderate

postural support,
the Multi-

adjustable Pillow
Backrest is highly
effective for users
with a kyphosis or
a scoliosis.
Excellent for
postural

accommodation.
Supplied as

standard with VP
fabric for comfort
and pressure
reduction. 

2 x Lateral 
Supports

Lateral Supports 
to fit underneath 
the backrest

pillows to provide
lateral support
combined with
the comfort 

and adjustability 
of the Multi-
adjustable 

Pillow Backrest. 

Profiled Headrest
Suitable for users
with reduced head
control. Fits over the

shoulders.

Innovators in support surfaces

ventia

Dual Motor

Configura® Bariatric’s Dual Motor operation
allows independent adjustment of the legrest
elevation and backrest recline. 
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16 stone weight capacity 
on legrest.

Breathable, wipeable 
fabric on seat base and

backrest.

Tilt-in-space (with independent legrest)

Tilt-in-space improves pelvic stability and posture,
pressure distribution, circulation, makes hoisting easier
and reduces the tendency to slip forward in the chair.

ViscoCastellated Cushionair cushion
used with battery
powered pump
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Model 40 stone Std 40 stone T-I-S 50 stone

Heights 18” 16”, 18” 18”

Widths 24”, 26”, 28” 24”, 26”, 28” 30”, 32”, 34”

Depth 18”, 20”, 22” 18”, 20”, 22” 18”, 20”, 22”

Supportive armrests for 
easy transfers.
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Width adjustment 

The Configura® Bariatric range makes selecting the chair width easy
and trouble-free via removable armrests. This allows three different
widths. to be achieved within the same chair giving you peace of
mind and allows adjustment for changing needs after delivery. 


